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The mortgage industry has come a long way in their 
efforts to adopt technology solutions for the everyday 
borrower and lender. E-Sign is one of those technologies 
that has been a long time coming, but is now experiencing 
an increase in adoption rates, especially with IDS, since 
we began offering it in 2011. From 2014 to 2015, IDS saw 
E-Sign usage grow 45% in that one year. IDS Clients have 
noticed cost savings and faster turnaround times after 
switching to E-Sign within the first year. For a company 
who has decided to switchover to using E-Sign, there are 
a few best practices we’d recommend for a successful 
company-wide adoption. 

Here is an abbreviated list from IDS’s E-Sign Best Practic-
es article that is coming soon. 

1.  Measure adoption savings in your organization.
Prior to E-Sign adoption, be aware of your company’s cur-
rent costs and turnaround times associated with the pro-
cess. That way you can measure the benefits of adoption 
by comparing old numbers to new.

2.  Set realistic adoption expectations.
Adoption does not happen overnight. Starting off, lend-
ers should expect adoption to hover around 40%. Within 
a year, adoption rates ramp up significantly and you will 
begin to see those money savings. In this case, patience 
pays off.

3.  Educate your loan officers.
Loan officers are the gatekeepers of E-Sign. Therefore it 
is crucial to educate and train loan officers on the process 
and use of E-Sign so that they can confidently advocate its 
use to borrowers.

4.  Offer incentives for internal adoption.
Offering positive incentives and rewards for using E-Sign 
can be a great way to speed up the adoption process in 
your organization. Having that reminder and boost of moti-
vation can keep E-Sign on the forefront of lenders’ minds.

5.  Phase-in E-Sign for all documents.
Initial disclosures are a great place to start when adopting 
E-Sign, as the execution of these docs is fairly straight-
forward. Once loan officers have a handle on the process 
with initial disclosures, it will be easier to implement 
E-Sign for the Closing Disclosure and all other documents 
as they become E-Signable.

Full article coming soon to idsdoc.com/more.

E-Sign Adoption 

Best Practices



On the latest IDS release, idsDoc v2016.05.24.0, there were several 
changes made to the Fulfillment Dashboard.

» 

»  

»  

»  

» 

Three new user permissions were added to the Settings page:

A new section called "Packages with Errors" was added to 
the Fulfillment Dashboard. This section will display a list of 
packages that have errors that need to be resolved and then 
re-ordered.

The Package Status Certificate may now be downloaded on 
demand. Multiple certificates may be stored in a fulfillment 
package.

The delivery method and contact information for the signer may 
now be edited. 

Fulfillment reports may now be generated on demand.

1. Access the Fulfillment Dashboard
2. View Wet Sign Docs
3. View Reports

generate fulfillment rePorts on demand

To generate a report, choose a branch code, begin date and end date and then click 
Create & View Report.

The report may be downloaded in a CSV or PDF format. To download a report, 
choose between the Create & Download CSV or Create & Download PDF buttons.

The report may also be emailed. To email the report, fill in the Email textbox field and 
Password field. The password field is required since the report contains non-public 
information. The password is used to password protect the PDF report sent in the 
email address. The recipient of the PDF report will need to know the password in 
order to view the PDF.

* Fulfillment reports will continue to be sent out daily via email if you currently 
have this feature enabled.

latest fulfillment 
dashBoard uPdates

View the latest release, idsDoc v2016.05.24.0, 
on idsDoc's Start page. 
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win back to the 
future trilogy!
 
IDS is taking this year to look back at the last 30 
years, as well as look to the future 30 years, just like 
in Back to the Future! It's also a fun coincidence that 
we both share 30 years of history.
In honor of our anniversary, we'd like to offer you a 
chance to win a Back to the Future 30th Anniversary 
Trilogy dvd set.
Look back with us at your company's history with 
IDS. When did you start using IDS? What prompted 
the change? What have been your experiences with 
idsDoc and our people over the years?
Write and send us your company's origin story with 
IDS and your experience with us since, for a chance 
to win a trilogy set.
E-mail your story to marketing@idsDoc.com for your 
chance to receive a prize.

*10 prizes available


